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CONFIRMED 2021 COVID-19
CASES AT UCONN STORRS
as of 11:00 p.m. on Feb. 7

*positive test results

34

Current Residential Cases
(positive/symptomatic)

52 Cumulative
Residential Cases* 48

Monday, Februar y 8, 2021
Cumulative
Commuter Cases*

170 Cumulative
Staff Cases*

Racial Microaggressions Study finds
flaws in the racial climate at UConn
by Naiela Suleiman
STAFF WRITER
naiela.suleiman@uconn.edu

Researchers studying racial microaggressions at the University of Connecticut report that 43% of students
who completed a survey feel they need
to minimize aspects of their racial and
ethnic background to fit in at UConn.
The survey, which closed last year,
is a 30-minute survey intended for students of color that highlights student
experiences of racial microaggressions
significant to the UConn community.
“The objectives of this research were
to give a greater voice to students of
color and a stronger platform from
which to articulate instances of racial
microaggressions … to analyze quantitative survey data and qualitative data
gleaned from open-ended questions to
identify trends, patterns, and recurrent
issues that need institutional attention,
and to elucidate and improve the experiences of students of color at UConn,”
the UConn Racial Microaggressions
Study said.

Findings report 77% of students of
color who completed the survey say
race relations on campus were a little or
somewhat to extremely problematic.
The campus setting where the largest number of students of color reported feeling uncomfortable in or feel
uncomfortable in and avoid were fraternity and sorority houses.
“... One of the black frats was out
tabling for something or other and as
some white boys were walking on, one
of them says something like, ‘What
are they even doing here man, when
did the campus become overrun with
them?” one student shared in the survey. “To which the other responds,
‘My dad said this was a predominately
white school and I was really hoping
that stayed true.’”
The classroom ranked second
among the 13 campus settings that students of color reported feeling uncomfortable in or avoiding (or both).
“It is especially alarming that hundreds of students of color reported
being made to feel inferior, not being
taken seriously, and being discouraged

from pursuing their educations and
academic goals because of their race at
UConn,” the UConn Racial Microaggressions Study said.

Over 30% of students of color
reported being singled out for
discussions of diversity in the
classroom and other settings.
Over 70% of students of color
weren’t aware of UConn’s formal
procedures for incidents of racial
and ethnic discrimination.
UCONN RACIAL
MICROAGGRESSIONS STUDY

The Racial Microaggressions study
found that over 30% of students of color
reported being singled out for discussions of diversity in the classroom and
other settings. Over 70% of students of
color weren’t aware of UConn’s formal
procedures for incidents of racial and
ethnic discrimination.
“These quantitative data suggest
that racial microaggressions are not
isolated incidents,” the UConn Racial
Microaggressions Study said. “They
appear to be deeply and systematically
ingrained in the university culture.”
Students who completed the survey
shared their experiences with racial
microinsults and microinvalidations,
which are verbal and nonverbal interpersonal exchanges and communication that convey stereotypes,
rudeness and may exclude or negate
the thoughts, feelings and experiential
reality of certain groups such as people
of color.
“Sometimes within my program
when I try to volunteer to answer a
question in class, teachers avoid my
gaze or don’t call on me,” one student
shared in the survey. “It makes me feel
invisible or like they expect my answer
to be wrong which makes me very upset and doesn’t make me motivated for
Tyshae Tyson, center, a UConn student from Hartford, speaks during a school.”
2019 rally against racism. After a march through campus, hundreds of
Statements from students highlight
students called for greater accountability in reporting and eliminating
racial incidents. HARTFORD COURANT VIA AP / MARK MIRKO
the common experience for students of

color at UConn, which includes racial
insensitivity, stereotyping, exclusion,
being singled out in diversity discussions, treatment as second-class citizens and inferior learners, etc.
“In a class discussion regarding race,
I was singled out as one of the students
of color to discuss past experiences with discrimination by my TA,” a
student shared in the survey. “I was
extremely uncomfortable sharing my
experience and I felt insulted by claims
from my white classmates that students of color are undeservedly treated
better than white students.”
Students lack faith in the institutional response to racist incidents, as six out
of 10 students do not feel confident that
UConn would respond to instances of
racial discrimination appropriately.
“The frats and sororities leech on
black culture and are continuously
saying the N-word on campus property whether it be outside of class or
in their buildings, posting it on social
media like it’s a joke,” a student said in
the survey. “There should be a comprehensive and mandatory online lesson,
like the one for drug and alcohol that
everyone should take on culture appropriation and teach what diversity
actually is. Without that proper level of
education, no one will speak out about
the low level of inclusivity on campus.”
As of now, UConn offers an optional one-credit special topics course on
U.S. Anti-Black Racism (UNIV1985;
UNIV3985); there is yet to be a mandatory course or training for students on
racial sensitivity.
“I think the University needs to stop
focusing on the numbers and statistics
about our ‘diverse’ campus and focus
more upon its students’ wellbeing,” a
student said in the survey. “I also think
the University needs to do a better
job about educating the student body
about how racism can manifest in our
daily lives.”
Four themes emerged from the research conducted at the UConn campus, which includes unwelcoming
learning and living spaces, the prevalence of racial microaggressions per-

petrated by faculty, students and staff,
lacking awareness of UConn’s racial
bias policies and reporting procedures
and a lack of confidence in the university administration’s response to racial
bias incidents.
“These themes suggest a climate
and culture at the university in
which explicit and implicit expressions of racial bias and microaggressions can flourish, but one which
leaves students of color feeling invisible, harmed and impeded in their
learning process,” the UConn Racial
Microaggressions Study said.
A set of recommendations is put
forth in light of the quantitative and
qualitative data collected during the
study, aforementioned reports, racial microaggressions literature and
UConn ODI website.
“Our recommendations coalesce
around three broad areas: training,
policy, programmatic and curricular changes, and communication/
public relations,” the UConn Racial
Microaggressions Study said.
The study continued, “To improve
the campus climate and create an inclusive learning, working, and living
environment, training around racial
microaggressions needs to be recurring, tailored, include opportunities
for critical self-reflection, and empower participants for action.”
A comprehensive list of recommendations to the UConn community is suggested in the Racial Microaggressions Study for students,
faculty, staff and university communications.
“The university has a great deal of
work to do in order to overhaul a culture that has to any extent tolerated
overt and covert microaggressions
up to this point,” the study said. “It
is our hope that the information we
shared in this report will advance
UConn toward becoming a community that is purposeful, open, just,
disciplined, caring, and celebrative
of all its members including students, (faculty, and staff) of color.”

Health Beat: COVID-19 vaccine deliveries prevent shortage at UConn
Health, staff promotes videos about preventing heart disease early
by Sam Katz

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
sam.katz@uconn.edu

The Connecticut National
Guard provided a special delivery of one thousand COVID-19
vaccines to UConn Health last
week, after the hospital faced a
shortage of first doses and was
forced to reschedule many vaccinations for Connecticut citizens.
The extra doses came from a
location in the state that had surplus vaccines, and gave many of
the state’s top priority residents
their first doses.
“I am feeling good that we can
provide this precious resource
to our 75 years and older patient
population when we know the
vaccine supply is scarce,” said
Dr. Kim Metcalf, a vaccine co-

For more...

ordinator for UConn Health’s
COVID-19 Vaccine Program.
Vaccine appointments for both
first and second doses after Feb.
8 will not be impacted by the
delivery of new vaccines. However, UConn Health said the uncertainty in vaccine deliveries
means that scheduled dates will
be decided on a weekly basis.
While COVID-19 remains a
major focus of UConn Health’s
efforts, UConn Health is still
providing other information to
keep people aware of possible
health problems, and how to
prevent them.
UConn Health cardiologist
Supriya Tigadi starred in a one
minute video uploaded on the
UConn Health YouTube channel, explaining the risk women
face from heart disease, and how

dailycampus.com

it can be prevented. One in three
women will die from some form
of heart disease, but Dr. Tigadi
said over 80% of heart attacks
and strokes can be prevented with proper education and
awareness.
“I think women overall put
their home and family first, and
tend to ignore what our symptoms are” explained Dr. Tigadi
in the video. Among the early
symptoms of heart disease are
nausea, heartburn, vomiting and
back pain. If women recognize
these early symptoms, healthcare professionals can provide
methods to prevent future development of heart disease.
While heart disease shows
up differently in everyone, it is
critical that people know what
the early stages are, what can in-
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crease their risk and how to prevent it.
“Listen to your body,” Dr. Tigadi said. “If one does not feel
right, she should seek care.”

“Among the early symptoms
of heart disease are nausea,
heartburn, vomiting and back
pain. If women recognize these
early symptoms, healthcare
professionals can provide
methods to prevent future
development of heart disease.”

Cardiologist Dr. Supriya Tigadi
of UConn Health educates about
heart disease in women during
short UConn Health YouTube
video. UCONN HEALTH

DR. SUPRIYA TIGADI, UCONN HEALTH
CARDIOLOGIST
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School of Nursing ranks in top 15 online
master’s programs, reflects on progress
by Thomas Alvarez
STAFF WRITER
thomas.alvarez@uconn.edu

Sandra Bellini, director of the
neonatal nurse practitioner track,
spoke about the program’s recent
placement on the US World &
News’ top online neonatal nurse
practitioner master’s programs
list, tied at No. 14.
Bellini said they rose through
the ranks quickly, placing at No. 82
last year. She said they were still
proud of last year’s ranking as well
because of the sheer volume of programs that could place on the list.
“We moved up in the rankings.
Last year, I believe we were 82.
Again, there are thousands — literally thousands — of online master’s
degree programs in nursing,” Bellini said. “The US World & News
report only ranks the 200, I think,
to begin with. To rank at all for US
World & News report is a big deal.”
Bellini said part of their rise
came from existing for longer and

developing name recognition. She
said part of the US World & News
list is program reputation, which
she said will grow as the program
exists and produces more graduates.
“I think some of that may have
happened because this was our
fifth year online and part of the
measurements that have to do
with program reputation obviously will grow over time,” Bellini
said. “If you are a new program in
the marketplace, then when they
survey administrators at peer and
aspirant institutions to ask about
this particular program, ‘Have you
heard of this? What kind of reputation does this have in the academic
world?’ You’re not going to have as
much of an impact or recognizable
presence in that marketplace in
your first couple of years online.”
Bellini also said part of their
track’s strength comes from its robust program. She feels their group
of 32 students is a good size for active participation without compromising on quality.

“We have a very large, very robust program, but it’s also small
enough to where we feel like we
have the resources to support it in
a kind of fashion that makes you
successful, and we don’t want to
compromise that,” Bellini said.
Bellini said much of the program’s success came from their
work with the Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning.
She said the faculty were worried
about making the switch to online
teaching, but she cited the CETL as
a major resource for their success.
“Nobody wanted to do it. We
were, in fact, the first group of faculty who went to them and said,
‘we want to put our program online,’ and they were utterly fantastic to work with,” Bellini said. “Every single course in the program
was co-designed between one of
the neonatal faculty and one of the
e-campus folks whose degrees are
in … online instructional design.”
Bellini spoke about some of the
potential benefits of online teach-

ing as well. In particular, she cited the numerous ways to measure
student understanding of the material as one of the major benefits of
teaching online.
“In an online program, there’s
a lot more mechanisms of student
evaluation that are built into the
course. There’s a lot more quizzes,
there’s more group work, there’s
a lot more deliverables on the
part of the student,” Bellini said.
“Each of them is weighted not very
highly because there’s so many of
them, but because there’s so many
of them, it really helps both the
student and the faculty to understand.”
Bellini also offered advice to
faculty who are less experienced
with online teaching, saying that
following the advice of experts was
necessary. She said part of teaching online means extending out of
one’s comfort zone, so trust in others was necessary.
“My best advice would be to follow their lead, if they tell you to do

something and it feels uncomfortable to you, trust them, have a little
faith, take a risk and go for it,” Bellini said. “You can always change it
if it doesn’t work, but in our experience, they completely know what
they’re talking about and are a tremendous resource to faculty.”
Finally, she said the risks the
program took were instrumental
in its success. She said strong faculty and students have led the program to be one of the largest in the
nation.
“The reason that this program
is successful is because of the faculty expertise and their collective
risk-taking ability. We had no idea
what we were doing to do this online,” Bellini said. “We entered a
very competitive environment five
years ago, and in five years’ time,
we went from a program that was
fighting to stay open to one of the
top five largest in the United States,
and that’s a function and a result of
really strong faculty and also really
strong students.”

Executive Director of Residential Life discusses
changes to spring semester residential quarantine
by Colin Piteo

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
colin.piteo@uconn.edu

The Executive Director of Residential Life, Pamela D. Schipani, Ed.D., recently reflected upon
the success of the spring semester
residential quarantine, which ran
from Jan. 15 to Jan. 31, and what
changes needed to be made since
last semester’s similar two-week
quarantine.
Dr. Schipani provided the many
steps taken to mitigate the spread
of COVID-19 on campus and what
needed to change between this residential quarantine and the last
residential quarantine. In terms
of arrival testing, students had to
perform two tests, one before arrival and one at arrival, unlike last
semester, which only required one
arrival test. Dr. Schipani said as last
semester progressed, it increasingly
looked like more had to be done.
“We thought that that was a really good process, and we were
just going to do that, but as the fall
progressed in November we saw
an uptick in cases and then the
country saw a huge uptick in cases
after Thanksgiving and then after
the winter holidays and so the Department of Public Health said, ‘we
want you to test everyone before
they arrive and also test when they
arrive, because your test is only as
good as that day,’” Dr. Schipani said.
Dr. Schipani also addressed the
change in room guest policy, which

last semester permitted one guest
but now does not permit any room
guests.
“In talking with colleagues across
the country, many institutions said
absolutely no guests ever, and we
allowed one guest and for the most
part it was okay,” Dr. Schipani said.
“What we found was that when we
would have an incident of higher
infection rates in a building it was
often because students were in a
room together, even though there’s
only supposed to be one, there was
often more than one … it was when
they were close together without
masks.”
However, Dr. Schipani acknowledged this action may have disappointed students and stressed
the measure is not permanent and
could change.
“It’s always difficult to say you
can’t do something, but it is easier
to do it at the start of a semester and
then as we progress, if we continue to have a low rate of transmission, then we can always lift that,
we could always change that, but it
is impossible to say, ‘okay you can
have a guest and now you can’t,’”
Dr. Schipani said.
Another change between this semester and last semester is the addition of pool sample testing, which
Dr. Schipani said was crucial to
campus safety this semester.
“That was so successful, in terms
of, before anything happened, we
would be able to look at an area and
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say we need to pool more people in
here, we need to identify who’s the
positive case in a pool,” Dr. Schipani
said. “You need to figure out the
way to test students who are coming onto campus … at least through
February, because based on the
holidays and all the travel that took
place, those would be significant
months.”
Another measure taken by the
university was to provide more possible quarantine spaces. Through
this action, the Charter Oaks Apart-

ments were completely reserved for
medical quarantine. Dr. Schipani
explained how the decision was
made and why Charter Oaks Apartments was chosen specifically.
“Then we had to look for places
with a lot of bathrooms because we
don’t want that many people sharing
bathrooms, so we knew we could fill
up Hilltop Apartments with Charter Oaks Apartment students if we
had to empty Charter Oaks, and so
we did,” Dr. Schipani said.
Ultimately, Dr. Schipani thought
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the changes made between this semester and last semester were necessary and resulted in a more successful outcome.
“I think there was some good
things that happened in terms of
what we learned in the fall, but also
some things we knew we had to
do differently,” Dr. Schipani said.
“We have a semester of experience
behind us and are very efficient in
detecting positive cases and taking
the necessary steps to isolate and
quarantine.”
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The Latest: Jeep and The Boss
embrace national unity
TAMPA (AP) — The latest
news on Super Bowl commercials. (All times EST.)
___
9:45 p.m.
Jeep starred iconic singer
Bruce Springsteen in his first
ever ad promoting the idea of
unity. The ad shows scenes of
middle America, including a
small chapel in Lebanon, Kansas, near the geographic center
of the country. Springsteen visits the chapel and lights a candle.
“It’s no secret the middle has
been a hard place to get to lately, between red and blue, servant
and citizen, freedom and fear,”
Springsteen intones, adding “we
need the middle.”
Springsteen scored the ad
and contributed to adapting the
script, which is from Michigan
ad agency Doner.
The ad echoed, without explicitly mentioning, President Joe

Biden’s calls to summon American resilience and unity to confront the nation’s deep divisions.
Springsteen also performed remotely at the prime-time celebration following Biden’s inauguration last month.
In an interview with the AP,
Fiat Chrysler chief marketing
officer Olivier Francois said the
company had more light hearted ads in place to run during its
two minutes of air time during
the game, but in January they
heard that -- after years of asking whether Springsteen would
be interested in doing a FCA
commercial -- Springsteen was
on board with the “Road Ahead”
concept. So they shot it in one 12hour day last Sunday and edited
it throughout the week.
FCA is known for creating
iconic Super Bowl ads such as
“Imported in Detroit” in 2011
that featured Eminem talking

about the toughness of his home
city and last year’s hit ad that remade “Groundhog’s Day” With
Bill Murray. But not all FCA ads
have been successes. In 2018, an
ad for Ram Trucks that quoted a
Martin Luther King Jr. speech on
the 50th anniversary of his death
was widely criticized for seemingly commercializing the civil
rights icon.
During a year when most advertisers shunned the serious
for a light hearted tone, Olivier
said it was worth taking the risk
on a serious ad in order to create a “healing” commercial that
will be remembered long after
the game.
“There’s a divide and Bruce
wants to do one thing, speak to
the common ground,” he said.
“It doesn’t take a stand, left or
right, blue or red, the only stand
it takes is the middle.”
___

This photo provided by Jeep brand shows a scene from Jeep brand’s 2021 Super Bowl NFL football spot.

9:30 p.m.
Fiverr teased that its ad would
feature Four Seasons Total
Landscaping, the scene of an
infamous Rudy Giuliani press
conference during last year’s
tumultuous election, raising the
question whether the ad would
be political or not.
It was not. Instead, the tonguein-cheek ad features Four Seasons Total Landscaping owner
Marie Siravo talking about how
to build a successful business
with the help of Fiverr.
Siravo drives a futuristic car
through an idealized version of
the inside of Four Seasons total
landscaping including a sci-fi
scale atrium.
The message is that Fiverr’s
freelancers can “help get you
where you want to be.”
___
8:00 p.m.
Most brands that have money

to spend on Super Bowl ads are
already household names, but
the big game is also a chance for
upstarts to make a big splash.
That’s what the CEO of Swedish oat-milk manufacturer Oatly attempted in an ad starring
himself. “Wow, wow, no cow,”
sang CEO Toni Petersson, as he
played a keyboard in a field of
grain.
The bizarre song and non-professional singing got a mix of
plaudits and brickbats on social
media, which seemed to be the
point. Moments after it aired, the
company started promoting a
T-shirt with the words: “I totally
hated that Oatly commercial.”
“If you just watched our CEO
sing in an oat field on the big
game, we can’t give you back
those 30 seconds but we can give
you a free t-shirt that lets the
world know where you stand
on our attempt to promote Toni’s singing skills to a wider audience,” the company said in a
tweet.
Another lesser-known brand,
Dr. Squatch, also promoted itself
with a bizarre ad, but hired comedian James Schrader to pitch
the California soap-maker focused on men’s hygiene and natural ingredients. ___
7:15 p.m.
General Motors used humor
in a Super Bowl ad to promote
its ambitious push to get more
Americans to buy electric vehicles.
GM has set a goal of making
the vast majority of the vehicles
it produces electric by 2035, and
the entire company carbon neutral five years after that.
When actor Will Ferrell finds
out Norway has more electric
vehicles per capita than the U.S.,
he goes on a madcap journey
spanning countries with singer and actress Awkwafina and
comedian Kenan Thompson to
show that GM’s new battery for
electric cars will soon be available for everyone.
GM’s Cadillac brand also has
an ad set to air later in the game
that is inspired by the 1990 classic film “Edward Scissorhands”
hawking a hands-free feature for
its electric SUV, the Lyriq.

ROB DEMARTIN / JEEP BRAND VIA AP

2nd major snowstorm in a week blankets Northeast
NEW YORK (AP) — A major
snowstorm pushed through the
Northeastern United States on Sunday, less than a week after a storm
dumped more than 2 feet on parts
of the region.
By early evening, snow totals
had reached 8 to 11 inches from the
New York metro region up to eastern Massachusetts. The National
Weather Service reported 11 inches
had fallen in Walpole, Massachusetts. Some areas on Long Island
had seen 8 inches, and Westwood,
in northern New Jersey, measured 9
inches. About 4 1/2 inches had fallen in Central Park.
The National Weather Service
predicted up to 8 inches of snow
in New York City and 2 to 4 inches
in Washington, D.C. Up to a foot
was projected to fall on some areas

along the Connecticut coastline.
Large, fluffy flakes began falling
in Rhode Island late Sunday morning, prompting local governments
to enact street parking bans and
warn of poor travel conditions for
the rest of the day. A heavy band
of snow heading northeast had
dumped 5 inches in the towns of
Sharon and Uxbridge, southeast of
Boston, by 2 p.m.
In Connecticut, a jack-knifed
tractor-trailer caused two exits to
be closed on Interstate 84 in Middlebury, with only one lane of traffic getting by.
Weather service forecaster Bob
Oravec said a mix of snow and rain
would move northward up the East
Coast. “It is a fast-moving storm,”
Oravec said.

CLASSIFIEDS
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materially affects the meaning of the ad and only for the first incorrect
insertion. Ads will only be printed if they are accompanied by both first
and last name as well as telephone number. Names and numbers may be
subject to verification. All advertising is subject to acceptance by The Daily
Campus, which reserves the right to reject any ad copy at its sole discretion.
The Daily Campus does not knowingly accept ads of a fraudulent nature.

A woman rides a bicycle across the Brooklyn Bridge during a snowstorm, Sunday, Feb. 7, 2021, in the Brooklyn borough of New York. It was the second time in less than a week the area has been buffeted by heavy
snowfall. KATHY WILLENS/AP PHOTO
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Editorial

UConn needs a
new late-night
convenience
store

W

hether you’re
working late and
you want some
snacks to keep
you going, or
your apartment
ran out of toilet paper and you need to buy
more, many students will agree that having
a convenience store in Storrs Center that is
open late is very helpful. However, with the
recent closing of 7/11 paired with CVS’s store
hours changing so that it closes at 8 p.m., this
option is no longer available.
Having a convenience store open late into
the night is helpful, especially on a college
campus where not everyone has a car. That
is no longer the case at the University of Connecticut, so students who find themselves
needing something past 8 p.m. just have to
wait until morning.
And this is not always possible. Certain
products such as toiletries, medications and
batteries are difficult to wait until morning
to buy.
Outside of Storrs Center, there is the Union
Central Exchange C-Store, located in the Student Union. However, the C-Store is only
open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m.
until 7 p.m. — rendering it yet another option
unavailable to students after a certain time
of night.
UConn needs a new convenience store —
one that will stay open at least until midnight.
Students need options other than to wait
until morning or to borrow a necessity from
a friend.
Although there are options such as Price
Chopper, which is open until 11 p.m., for students who do not have cars on campus, this
is sometimes an impractical option late at
night. Students without cars must walk to
Price Chopper and then carry groceries back.
Especially as it gets colder, it becomes more
and more difficult to walk there at night. CVS
and the now-closed 7/11 were much closer to
campus, and therefore much more convenient options for students both late at night
and with the frigid temperatures of Storrs.
For the sake of their students, UConn
should consider looking into having another
convenience store come in the place of 7/11.
Although they do not have control of CVS’s
store hours, UConn may also think about
possibly extending the C-Store’s operating
hours, or come up with another UConn-run
convenience store option near Storrs Center.
This is something that students need; UConn
should look into such options in order to
benefit the students.

High-risk Californians feel left
behind by vaccination plan
by Ashton Stansel
STAFF COLUMNIST
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

A year into the coronavirus pandemic, it is finally starting to seem
like vaccines might
be
the
glimmer of hope
at the end of the
tunnel that most
of us have been
anticipating
for the last
year. They’re
a chance to
believe that
we might
actually have a
method of
containing
and even
someday
soon beating this pandemic, which
has so violently struck our
country for
the last year
after killing over
460,000 people,
according to the
New York Times.
And yet almost
as soon as it became clear that
vaccines that
we r e e f f e c t ive
against COVID19 were coming,
debates began over
their distribution; most
importantly, who would
be eligible to get them first,
second, third, etc. Would
the focus be on vaccinating
older Americans? Healthcare workers? Essential
workers? People with underlying conditions and disabilities?
It will always be a difficult task to
decide who is the first to get a potentially life-saving vaccine, especially
when there are so many people and
groups who desperately need it. California’s plan, which was released in
late January, has taken the stance that
vaccinations should be based only
on the age of the person getting the
vaccination and not including anyone
who is younger but has a medical
condition that makes them more at
risk for the coronavirus.
The state switched to an age-based
program in late January, which means
that the ability to be vaccinated opens
based on your age with no concern

for underlying conditions that people might have. This was, unsurprisingly, met with immediate backlash
from the disabled community, who
felt as though the new plan, which
was intended to make the vaccination
campaign easier and more seamless,
leaves them behind.
Alice Wong, a disabled activist who
l ive s i n
California
and who
has a neuromuscular
disease that
causes her
to require a
ventilator to
live, said in an
interview with
KQED, “I don’t
understand the
science and logic
behind this decision, and I
don’t understand why
people
do not
see us
and

“I don’t
understand
the science
and logic behind
this decision, and
I don’t understand
why people do not see
us and value us.”
Alice Wong

value
us.”
The situation was made
worse
this
we e k , wh e n
the statewide
vaccine advisory board rejected
a push by disabled activists to allow
people who are disabled and at high
risk of contracting COVID-19 to go
to the front of the line with older
Americans.

While older Americans are absolutely at increased risk to get, and die
from, the coronavirus, so are disabled
people. A study released on Jan. 31
found that the “the increased risk
for mortality among IHSS and DDS
service recipients puts them in a risk
category equivalent to other Californians in a higher age group.”
Determining vaccine eligibility
based solely on age leaves behind
many groups, not just those with
disabilities. But considering that disabled people are massively at risk for
suffering long-term damage or death
from COVID-19, it feels especially
egregious to bump them down the list
in the name of making a state-wide
vaccine rollout easier.
This was never going to be an easy
process, as nothing with the coronavirus pandemic has been. I cannot
imagine the difficulty that coordinating an effort to vaccinate the most
populated state in this country is,
but that is not and will never be an
excuse to take the simpler path if that
path risks the lives of innocent people who are disabled, many of whom
have spent the last year having to be
incredibly isolated.
Governor Newsom must reconsider
his state’s plans to vaccinate based
solely on the age of the recipient and
without a concern for the risk status
of so many in his state. According
to the CDC, 23% of Californians are
disabled, although it’s important
to note that disabled by the CDC
standards is a very specific set of
requirements which both likely
includes people who aren’t
necessarily higher risk, like
someone who is deaf, and
excludes chronically ill
people who are higher
risk.
No matter how
many people are
being put at
risk by this decision, it is too
many. States
should be
making
vaccination
decisions based
on who is most at
risk and therefore
who is helped most
by the vaccine, not
by a metric used only
to
try and make a process,
that will never be uncomplicated,
easier.
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F rom Gr ief t o Ac t i v ism:
The art of K At he Kol l w i t z

by Sarah Goodman
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
sarah.2.goodman@uconn.edu

On Friday night, the William Benton Museum of Art hosted “Käthe
Kollwitz: Activism Through Art,”
a virtual exhibition of artist Käthe
Kollwitz’s art.
“Like many museums, COVID-19
caused [the Benton] to shift our exhibition schedule by about one year,”
Amanda Douberley, assistant curator
and academic liaison of The Benton,
said. She presented the virtual exhibition. “This provided the museum
with an opening to exhibit Kollwitz’s
work. The curatorial team felt her
prints would resonate with the concerns of our contemporary moment,
not just in terms of the emotional toll
of the pandemic, but also social justice and the relationship between art
and politics.”
What is the role of the artist? That
is the driving question that inaugurated the exhibition, as Käthe Kollwitz strived to answer it throughout
her multilayered artistic career. Born
in then-Prussia’s Kaliningrad, she
lived through the volatile regimes
of the German Empire, the Weimar
Republic and the Third Reich, as well
as the comeuppances of both world
wars. By sublimating the political
and economic anguish of her environment into the creation of her art,
Kollwitz determined her specific role
as an artist was that of activism.

“She once wrote, ‘It is my duty to
which he died two days after its pubvoice the sufferings of men, the nevlishing date.
er-ending sufferings heaped moun“The artist’s life-long friend ... was
tain-high. This is my task, but it is not
shocked when she saw the print in
an easy one,’” recounted Douberley.
an exhibition, and so she recalled
In the early stages of Kollwitz’s
her reaction: ‘A mother, animal-like,
career, she enacted her duty by denaked, the light-colored corpse of her
picting imaginative images of prodead child between her thigh bones
letarian anguish in her art. The
and arms, seeks with her eyes, with
piece “Death,” which portrayed
her lips, with her breath, to swallow
an 1844 uprising by working
back into herself the disappearing life
class weavers, catapulted her
that once belonged to her womb,’”
to fame. However, the circuit’s
Douberley said about “Woman with
subject matter was considered
Dead Child.”
seditious to the point that
All of this built up to Kollwitz’s
Kollwitz was refused official
evocative third print cycle, titled
recognition by the Prussian
“War,” which she began working on
monarchy.
in 1918 — the year closing the first
While Kollwitz continued to
World War — and published in
depict the struggles of the mass1923. Her early career was marked
es with series such as “Peasants
by her use of lithography, a methWar” and “Unemployment,”
od of art creation composed on
following works were done in
a stone plate, as well as metal
the lamentation style employing
etching and charcoal, but shifted
themes of grief and became more
to woodcut for her third series.
With a totality of seven artistic
explicitly subversive. These elepieces, the collection marked a
giac pieces include “In Memoriam Karl Liebknecht” and the
shift in the focus of Kollwitz’s
highly regarded “Woman with
work from imaginative historDead Child.” Contemporaicism to war’s realism — that
neous spectators suspectis, it was based on her own
ed Kollwitz’s still living son,
experiences on the homefront of World War I, with
Peter Kollwitz, was the muse
Käthe Kollwitz (1867-1945), Die Witwe I [The
of the latter. Peter Kollwitz
the echoes of her son’s death
Widow I], from Krieg [War] (1922-23). Woodcut.
would later enlist in the war
haunting her art. This is most
and become the obvious inevident in her piece “The SacPHOTO COURTESY OF THE BENTON
spiration of Kollwitz’s first
rifice,” which is comparative
wartime piece, “Waiting,” of
to “Woman with Dead Child”

ICYMI
by Cindy Lam

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
cindy.lam@uconn.edu

The University of Connecticut’s
Students for One Health invited students to their annual One Health
Conference on Saturday. This conference discussed various topics such
as diseases, environmental issues
and food insecurity. Dr. Deborah
Thomson, DVM was invited to speak
to students about her experience
throughout her undergraduate career that led her to attend veterinary
school. This event was open to all
university undergraduate students
and was moderated by Madison Britting, eighth-semester physiology and
neurobiology major, and co-director
of the One Health Conference.
“I thoroughly enjoyed Deborah
Thomson’s presentation from last
semester’s One Health conference
and decided to re-attend this spring
for more information about her
pre-advocacy years,” Salma Gudaf,
sixth-semester allied health sciences
major and psychological sciences
minor, said. She is a general member of One Health. “To go from a
music major to a veterinarian and
eventually a One Health advocate
on Capitol Hill is really admirable.
Navigating your way through different professions and realizing
that failure opens the door to new
opportunities is something that I
both fear and realize is a catalyst for
self-improvement.”
There were various topics discussed at the conference, consisting
of four sections: One Health Topics,
How to Live Sustainably, Getting
Involved in One Health and Dr.
Thomson’s concluding presenta-

tion. Britting expressed that the interconnection of human and animal
health, along with environmental
health, is something that needs more
awareness.
“The idea in general needs to be
emphasized,” Britting said.
“Tailored communication is the
key to relaying information to individuals within vastly different
fields,” Gudaf said.
One Health Topics was comprised
of various workshops based on issues the organization brings attention and awareness to. In the climate
change workshop, they addressed
the effects of climate change on
the environment and animals. The
workshop also provided tips on how
to talk to climate change deniers,
as well as possible solutions. When
addressing climate change deniers,
it is important to ask them for their
opinions, start a conversation, be
open and don’t be assertive. Workshop presenters reminded attendees
that climate change is a change over
time, and to always use the definition
when addressing this topic. In regards to solutions, Students for One
Health discussed how we can make
small changes to our everyday life,
such as unplug electronic devices,
picking up trash and walking instead of driving.
The second workshop revolved
around living sustainably, which
Students for One Health expressed
does not have to be a hassle.
“Mak[e] small changes and [start]
small, changing habits [by] week,”
Britting said. “You don’t have to
rework your entire life, just understand what is applicable for you
and easier for you. Next time you

UConn’s
One
Health
Conference
use laundry detergent, maybe do
research and find environmentally
friendly brands.”
“The best way to get involved is to
join our club,” Britting said. Students
for One Health meeting times are
every other Wednesday. We have a
meeting coming up this Wednesday,
Feb. 10.”
Students within the organization
also encourage students to get involved on the local level by getting
involved in their community’s efforts and finding organizations that
align with One Health’s values. One
Health provides internships and volunteering opportunities to its students as well.
Dr. Thomson, the founder and
president of One Health lessons,
received a bachelor of science in biology and a bachelor of music degree
at McGill University in Montreal,
Quebec. She eventually graduated
with a DVM degree and a Certificate
of International Veterinary Medicine from Tufts Veterinary School.
Today, Thomson is a contributor to
the World Veterinary Association’s
One Health Education Subgroup,
where she is involved in community
outreach programs and volunteering
at local veterinary schools.
“One Health affects us all, as we
are part of an increasingly globalized
world,” Gudaf said. “The interplay
between human, environmental and
animal health can even be applied
to the global warming crisis and
pandemic. Anyone can become an
advocate for their field with enough
passion and determination!”
If you are interested in joining
One Health, visit UConn Students
for One Health for more information.
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in its portrayal of child death, but
with a prevailing anti-war exhortation. Additional works depicting
traumatic grief in the series include
“The Parents”, “Child Mortality” and
“The Widow.”
With “War,” Kollwitz’s real influences also paved the way for her using
her art for advocacy. The piece “Help
Russia” was part of relief efforts for a
drought-stricken Russia, and “Temperance Week” raised awareness for
the alcoholic temperance movement.
The importance of the artist in society is tendentious, yet Käthe Kollwitz
demonstrates why art’s tangibility
need not be contested. By depicting
scenes of plebeian grief in the wake
of class conflict and warfare and also
intertwining these pieces with real
fundraising efforts, Kollwitz proved
her art to be instrumental to social
politics and justice.
“Reflecting on the relationship
between art and politics that same
month, [Kollwitz] wrote, ‘Let people
say a thousand times that art without
a purpose is not pure art ... I want to
be effective with my art for as long as
I am able to work,’” Douberley said.
In inspiration of Kollwitz, The
Benton is currently working on “The
UConn Grief Project,” which invites
students to submit artistic images
or texts on the theme of grief. You
can find more information about The
UConn Grief Project on the Benton
website.
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by Amy Chen

STAFF WRITER
amy.3.chen@uconn.edu

“26 pick and mix,” “66 clickity
click” and “tickle me 65” were some
of the bingo phrases announced by
British hosts Lee-Stuart Evans and
co-host Kieran Faul, Friday from
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., during “Bingo
With a Brit” on WebEx. The event
was sponsored by the University of
Connecticut’s Stamford campus and
had about 34 attendees.
In contrast to American bingo, a
British bingo card is set up with six
separate three by seven rectangles
stacked on top of each other. Instead
of letters, the first column has a random set of numbers between 1-9, the
second with 10-19 and so on for five
more columns until 90. Some boxes
will have empty spaces. If all your
numbers in the first row are called
then you win the first round. Then,
with the same board, you have to win
two rows in the second game. In the
last round, a player must win a full
house (all three rows) of one box.
Evans mentioned that when British people play they often get angry
when another player is about to win.
It is a common tradition during British bingo for the host to say a rhyme
or pun after the number, according
to Evans. Besides the ones mentioned
above, other examples can include,
“29 rise and shine, 83 time for tea,
35 jump and jive, 25 duck and dive,
54 clean the floor.” According to an
article titled, “Bingo Calls,” written
by William House, a site known for
facilitating gambling and games,
rhymes were created in the 1950s be-

cause the game can become time-consuming so rhymes helped lighten the
mood.
Shona Evans, a student activities
program coordinator at the Stamford campus, who coordinated this
event said the idea behind this event
was just to do something outside of
the box with her husband who is the
host, Lee-Stuart Evans. Shona says
Evans can be a goofball but has also
taught first-year experience classes
and spoke at TEDx events.
“He’s a great storyteller and blogs
about all sorts of adventures,” Shona
Evans said. “We came up with this
as something fun to do. We wanted to strive to create an environment where folks feel like they can
be themselves and have fun. This
seemed like a good fit and something
we could do with the university.”
According to several participants,
this was not the first time UConn has
hosted “Bingo With a Brit,” but it is
always fun and entertaining. According to Shona Evans, the series will
continue with the next “Bingo With
a Brit” session on Mar. 6.
“This is my first time playing; it
was a fun way to spend a Friday evening,” Ashton Stansel, a six-semester political science and journalism
double major, said.
“This is my fourth bingo, it’s always fun and upbeat,” Cheryle Elliott, a second-semester photography
major commented.
“I played all of the bingo with a Brit
events last semester. Nothing can be
improved really I find it a lot of fun,”
Taylor Czmyr, a second-semester actuarial science major, said.
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Super Bowl Sunday, but make it cuter

THE STRONG
START OF
WANDAVISION
by Zachary Wisnefsky
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
zachary.wisnefsky@uconn.edu

by Amy Chen

STAFF WRITER
amy.3.chen@uconn.edu

While everyone should try to remain socially distanced, puppies
don’t need to. The first Sunday of
February is not only dedicated to
the Super Bowl but also the Puppy
Bowl. 2021 marks the 17th annual
Puppy Bowl which aired on Animal
Planet on Sunday, Feb. 7 from 2 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
The Puppy Bowl is never short of
cuteness with its adoptable shelter
pets brawling for dog toys. This year,
the Puppy Bowl opened up with girl
group, “Girl’s World” singing the
“Star-Spangled Banner,” each holding a puppy in hand. Martha Stewart
and Snoop Dogg hosted the tailgate
party, with Stewart rooting for team
Ruff and Snoop Dogg rooting for
team Fluff.
The game was narrated by Steve
Levy and Sage Steele. They introduced puppies with fun rhymes like,
“she traveled all the way from the
Constitution state and her cuteness
will increase your heart rate.” Or,
“this Dalmation is sure to be a gameday sensation.” In order to score a
“touchdown,” a puppy must drag
a dog toy to its respective side of
the field. But, even puppies can get
penalized. The referees called out
puppies for “trash barking.” Puppies
ranged from 12 to 20 weeks old and

can be adopted through the Puppy
Bowl website.
As the game started, some puppies
from team Ruff and team Fluff started brawling it out, Team Ruff scored
the first points. Other puppies laid
down on the sidelines. The game was
intense as team Fluff and Ruff scored
points throughout. Last year, team
Fluff had won and it looked like that
was going to be the case again. But
then team Ruff made a comeback in
the fourth quarter and was declared
the winner of the 17th annual Puppy
Bowl with a score of 73-69.
The Puppy Bowl also showcased
how important dogs can be, not only
as a companion, but as therapy for
the homeless. The Puppy Bowl
showcased a wide range of dogs from
shelter puppies, to puppies with a
disability, to senior and therapy
dogs. Puppy Bowl’s commercial ads
were also a highlight to the show.
An ad by Subaru showed dogs driving cars and trucks. Another commercial showed a dog brightening
up a young patient’s day in a hospital. Other commercials featured
pet food/treats and non-pet related
commercials.
The show highlighted a Blackowned pet grooming business, Harlem Doggie Day Spa. The founder,
Brian Taylor, said he started the
business 10 years ago. For people
with pets that were hit hard during

the pandemic, Taylor offered free
pet grooming services around the
country with his van.
“So the point is when a dog looks
their best and they’re clean and smell
good and they’re happy and their
personality is out there, it increases their chances of being adopted,”
Taylor said while giving one of the
Puppy Bowl dogs a makeover.
15 week-old Marshall, a Boston
Terrier mix from Virginia, won the
most valuable player voted by audience members. The Puppy Bowl
is not just about puppies and dogs.
There are also kittens that are available for adoption. Kittens were audience members of the Puppy Bowl.
Kittens also “performed” at the halftime show. Even though they were
just playing with cat toys, it was still
an adorable performance. First lady
Dr. Jill Biden was invited to speak
during the Puppy Bowl. She spoke
about her shelter dog, Major, and
staying healthy.
“For a lot of us during this pandemic, our pets have been such a
source of joy and comfort and maybe
bark or two on a video conference,”
Biden said. “The unconditional love
from a dog is one of the most beautiful things on earth and we owe it to
them to keep ourselves healthy, so
please keep wearing your masks,
even when you’re out walking your
dogs.”

‘Malcolm and Marie’
is
amazing

Marvel Studios’ new Disney+
miniseries “WandaVision” is now
five episodes into its run, yet there
is still much unknown about the
premise of the series. This is definitely one of Marvel Studios’ most
ambitious projects (which is saying
a lot) because of the large departure
from their regular story structure
and tone.
Conceptually, “WandaVision” is an
adventure through decades of American sitcoms, except with superhero
leads Wanda Maximoff and Vision.
However, as the series progresses,
more is being revealed about the
true nature of the series and what is
behind the ever-changing sitcoms.
Though each episode introduces
new expository information, there is
still a significant gap between what
viewers know and what is actually
going on within the series. The reasoning for this gap is clearly to set up
a massive payoff in the later episodes
of the miniseries.
The third episode in the series put
this set up front in center for the first
time, revealing more and more information on the show’s suburban
Westview setting. The ending teaser
of this episode turns the series on its
head, showing us the answer behind
something hinted at in the second
episode.
The fourth episode expands on this
teaser, creatively delivering a different episode structure while relating
to the previous three. This episode
also helps explain a few phenomena
from the first three, but still does not
answer our biggest questions.
The fifth
epi-

sode is a sort of combination of the
third and fourth, delivering the best
of both in what may be the strongest
episode of the series yet.
Though they are quite different in
structure, each episode shares similar strengths.
The series’ writing has so far been
very impressive, with some great dialogue sequences, character development and comedic scenes. Every
episode has veiled hints at future
developments through intelligently
written lines that have hidden double
meanings.
The direction has also been quite
strong. The series has brilliantly
shifted between modern cinematic
direction styles, and 60s, 70s and
80s sitcom multi-camera direction.
In doing so, the series is able to effectively create visual dichotomy
between certain situations and circumstances.
The acting has also been brilliant
thus far in the series. Elizabeth Olsen
and Paul Bettany, if they can keep
it up, will be surefire contenders in
the Emmys miniseries acting categories. Kathryn Hahn and Teyonnah
Parris have also been fantastic, as
have many other supporting cast
members.
All that being said, the series’ success is hinging on its payoff to all of
its set ups in these first five episodes.
If the payoff is underwhelming or
disappointing, these episodes will
be consequently poorly looked back
on. That is the nature of television,
the finale may be the most important episode of them all, other than
perhaps the pilot. If the ending fails,
often the series is viewed as a failure. “WandaVision” has had a stellar
start, being a well-executed continuation of both Wanda, Vision and the
overall Marvel Cinematic Universe’s
storylines, but it must hit these next
four episodes out of the park to be
considered a success.
Episode Three Rating: 4.60/5
Episode Four Rating: 4.70/5
Episode Five Rating: 4.75/5

PHOTO COURTESY OF NETFLIX

by Ian Ward

STAFF WRITER
ian.ward@uconn.edu

Being in a relationship is complicated. It involves working past conflicting egos and finding common
ground in each other.
In “Malcolm and Marie,” a young
couple gets into a heated argument
that reveals the best and worst sides
of their personalities. Malcolm
(John David Washington) is an up
and coming director who is jubilant
after his debut movie gets glowing
praise from critics. Meanwhile, his
girlfriend Marie (Zendaya) is mad at
Malcolm for not thanking her during
a speech he made after the premiere
of his movie. As the film progresses, however, it is soon revealed that
Marie has bigger issues with Malcolm than a speech.
The writing from director Sam
Levinson is masterful. He managed
to take a story about a director celebrating a film premiere with his girlfriend and turn it into a character
study on a toxic relationship. Both
Malcolm and Marie are characters
damaged by their fears and failures
and yet both are able to squeeze some
love into an otherwise flawed relationship.

Zendaya gives the performance of
her career as Marie. She effortlessly
encapsulates a recovering addict who
is attempting to voice her frustrations
with Malcolm’s egocentric behavior. While voicing her grievances,
Zendaya keeps audiences engaged
by having Marie expose the film industry and criticism.
As for Washington, he does a fantastic job portraying a young director who is abusive to his girlfriend.
Every time Malcolm uttered something repulsive to Marie, I tensed up
as if I had just eaten a lemon. The only
redeeming moment Malcolm has
during the movie is when he gives
a monologue about work. Washington’s passion throughout that scene
reminded me of my career as a reviewer and how humble beginnings
can lead to greater roads.
Stylistically, Levinson has “Malcolm and Marie” filmed in black and
white, allowing for the characters to
be themselves instead of the background being distracting. Levinson’s
compositions complement a cold and
lifeless house that is processed by an
emotionally unstable couple.
Labrinth’s score fits in nicely with
the barren landscape of the movie.
It packs a punch without pulling

viewers away from the actors or the
direction. Levinson’s choice of songs
throughout the film is also spot on
and at some point even hilarious.
Pacing is where the film could
have used some fine-tuning. “Malcolm and Marie” starts to slow down
towards the last 20 minutes and the
film could have ended earlier than it
did. With that being said, Levinson
masks this issue by having a compelling script and phenomenal acting.
“Malcolm and Marie” is a generational take on the value of romance
and trauma. Zendaya and Washington’s chemistry redefines what
it means to be in love on screen. What
could have easily been a train wreck
ends up being a masterpiece of raw
emotion.
Few movies have had me reexamine myself and what I have done to
others. The magic of “Malcolm and
Marie” isn’t necessarily the characters portrayed on camera, but rather
what Malcolm and Marie represent
as people. Zendaya and Washington show the viewers the ugly side
of being human. No matter how good
our intentions can seem to one person, it may end up hurting another,
leaving life-long scars.
Rating: 5/5
PHOTO COURTESY OF NETFLIX
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Season 2 of ‘Tiffany Haddish Presents: They Ready’
is just okay
by Sean Rago

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
sean.rago@uconn.edu

For fans of stand-up comedy, Netflix has become a wealth of content
over the past few years. The seemingly endless number of stand-up specials can make it difficult to decide
which comics are right for you. Last
week, Netflix released season two
of “Tiffany Haddish Presents: They
Ready.” The show features six roughly 20-minute sets from comics handpicked by Haddish. These types of
episodic specials can be an easy way
for fans to sample comics they may
not be familiar with. Unfortunately,
the majority of the acts featured in
this season were underwhelming.
While season one of “They Ready”
showcased Haddish’s favorite upand-coming comedians, season two
spotlighted more seasoned comedy
veterans. Those featured were Godfrey, Erin Jackson, Tony Woods,
Kimberly Clark, Barbara Carlyle and

Dean Edwards. All these comedians
have spent years developing their
craft. They are all undeniably talented, but most of the sets in this
show are just not that funny.
At the beginning of each
episode, Haddish introduces the comic by
talking about the ways
in which they have
inspired her. While
these stories describing their experiences together can be
interesting, she also
relentlessly sings the
praises of every comedian before the viewer
gets to see their set. This
format causes the mediocre performances to feel
like a letdown. We should
not have to be told how funny a
comedian is before they perform. It
seems like they would fare better by
letting the sets speak for themselves.

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY UNION

The best episode of the season
by far is Godfrey’s. He is the only
comic featured in season two that
honestly killed it. His impressions are outrageously fun to
watch, and the rest of his
material holds up as well.
Jackson’s performance is
a close second. She has
a more observational
style, and maintains
solid momentum
through the entire 20
minutes. Clark’s episode held up for the
most part. Her witty
humor provided a few
very strong moments,
but her set also featured
more than a few jokes that
fell flat. While these three
comics were mostly enjoyable,
the others just did not resonate.
These three episodes are worth
watching, but are not enough to hold
up the entire season.

One aspect of season two that was
quite interesting was the homages
it paid to the history of Black comedians. The last episode features a
20-minute, heartfelt discussion between the performers about their experiences in the industry. They each
shared stories about the discrimination they have endured, as well as
the more positive moments of their
careers. The episode had an intimate
tone. The comics range widely in age,
which provided various perspectives
to the intellectual discussion.
Season two of “They Ready” is an
unremarkable addition to Netflix’s
vast stand-up comedy library. While
the episodes featuring Godfrey, Jackson and Clark are worth checking
out, there are very few gut-wrenching moments throughout the season.
The conversations about the history
of the industry are interesting, but
the majority of the actual stage time
felt dead.
Rating 2.5 out of 5 stars

This Week in History: February 8-12
by Gino Giansanti Jr.
STAFF WRITER
gino.giansanti.jr@uconn.edu

They say that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, and if history
is any indication, people for generations have sought to copy those whom
they hold in highest regard.
This week in history we will travel
back to the Golden Age of Hollywood
in post-war America, and with Valentine’s Day less than a week away,
we will look at one of history’s greatest love stories that forever changed
the way people celebrate love and
devotion. So let’s dive in!
On Feb. 9, 1960, 61 years ago, the
first star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame was dedicated to actress Joanne
Woodward.
In the Los Angeles landmark’s
groundbreaking ceremony, the Academy Award winning actress of “The
Three Faces of Eve” (1957) was of the
first batch of entertainers to receive
the coveted honor. First conceived in
1953, the Hollywood Walk of Fame
was designed by the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce as a means
to revitalize downtown Hollywood
and attract tourism.
For decades following Woodward’s
historic achievement, a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame has been
considered by many as the ultimate
mark of recognition for a lifetime of

success in the entertainment industry.
Today, the 18-block stretch receives
an estimated 10 million visitors every
year, with the stars of Marilyn Monroe, Walt Disney, Ellen DeGeneres
and Michael Jackson being the most
visited locations. Fun fact: there are
actually two Michael Jackson stars
on the Walk of Fame, with one being
for the “King of Pop” and another
for the radio personality, but many
visitors mistake the two, including
at the time of the “Thriller” artist’s
untimely 2009 passing, where a
vigil gathered in his memory ... at
the wrong star.
On Feb. 10, 1840, 181 years ago,
Queen Victoria married Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha at St.
James Palace in London, England.
While another royal wedding may
not seem like the most noteworthy
event in human history, Queen Victoria’s wedding, and more specifically
her dress, have proven to be one of
the most influential marriage ceremonies in all of Western culture.
Long before crowds could gawk
over the gowns of Princess Diana,
Kate Middleton and Meghan Markle,
there was Victoria. For all you fans
of Netflix’s “Bridgerton” out there,
Victoria was the granddaughter of
Queen Charlotte and George III, ascending to the British throne in 1837
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at the tender age of 18. Naturally, the
British people were nervous about
their country being run by a teenager,
so the young queen needed as much
good publicity as possible to assure
her favor with the people.
While weddings of the past were
typically arranged and only meant
to secure alliances, the marriage between Victoria and Albert was one
of love and romance, as revealed by
Victoria’s many diary entries. As the
monarch, Victoria had the power to
choose her husband and actually
proposed herself. Royal weddings
had always been private events reserved for the highest ranks of the
aristocracy. Victoria, instead opted
to incorporate her subjects by riding
through the streets of London in her
carriage, a tradition now practiced by
every royal since. The press and the
public ate up her fairy-tale wedding,
with news spreading throughout the
English-speaking world like wildfire.
Victoria’s dress was of particular
interest, as she abandoned the ceremonial robes and regalia, and instead
wore a white gown with a long train
and veil adorned with white lace and
white roses. Sound familiar? That’s
right folks, Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, is credited with popularizing
the tradition of wearing white on
your wedding day. Before Victoria,
white wedding dresses were rarely

worn, as many favored bright colors and designs. Since women of the
19th century typically owned only a
handful of dresses, wedding dresses
were meant to be worn more than
once, and white dresses were seen
as a waste of money since they were
impossible to keep clean.
As Europe and the United States
began industrializing in the late
1800s, the cost of producing fabrics
and clothing significantly dropped,
making it possible for people of all
classes to own multiple sets of clothing. Bleaching cloth also became popular in the early 20th century, allowing any blushing bride to wear white
to their own fairy-tale weddings.
As time passed, white weddings
became tied to the ideas of purity,
innocence and beauty going into a
marriage, yet ironically, Victoria
did not pick white for this reason,
but rather because she liked the way
white highlighted the details of the
dress’s lace. She also made an official
rule that she and her bridesmaids
were the only ones allowed to wear
white for the special event, a rule that
has stuck ever since.
While Victoria wore black for the
last 40 years of her life, following the
death of her beloved husband, she
will always be remembered by the
white lace of the dress that started
it all.

by Esther Ju

Italian countryside; its charming
portrayal of the infatuation between
main characters Elio and Oliver;
Timothée Chalamet’s performance
and presence in general; technical
details such as cinematography; and
of course, its distinctive soundtrack.
“Mystery of Love,” “Visions of
Gideon” and a Doveman remix
of his song “Futile Devices” were
all contributed by Sufjan Stevens,
who wrote the first two songs exclusively for the film. Prior to being
contacted by director Luca Guadagnino, Stevens had already made his
mark in the music industry through
the release of his indie folk album
“Carrie & Lowell” in 2015. It was
met with high critical acclaim from
audiences including myself, who
ended up developing a strong admiration for tracks like “Death with
Dignity” and “Should Have Known
Better.”
After being drawn to Stevens’
elaborate lyrical approach, Guadagnino’s decision to collaborate
with the artist paid off exceptionally well. “Mystery of Love” in particular was nominated for numerous
awards, including an Oscar for Best
Original Song as well as a Grammy
for Best Song Written for Visual
Media.

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
esther.ju@uconn.edu

Romance languages are distinguished by their familiar origins
from Latin, a group that includes
the standard French and Spanish
– courses for which are offered
in most high school classrooms –
alongside Italian, Portuguese and
Romanian. Although the term “romance” does not equate to the romance that is celebrated once every
February, as the ultimate predecessor of this linguistic family tree, it
would make sense to coin Latin as
the most romantic language of all.
It’s ironic, considering Latin has
been dead for about 15 centuries
now. Yet, people have proven to
keep romance alive through its
usage. The phrase “cor cordium,”
for example, translates to “heart of
hearts,” a reference to one’s most intimate desires. It’s been used countless times in literature, including
André Aciman’s novel “Call Me By
Your Name,” which has since been
adapted into the Oscar-nominated
film of the same title.
There are many reasons why I
thoroughly enjoy “Call Me By Your
Name” as a motion picture: its aesthetically-pleasing depiction of the
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I can’t speak for all critics, but it’s
easy to see the reasoning behind the
song’s success. Incorporating his
trademark acoustic guitar-plucking
style, Stevens captures the delicateness of summer in Northern Italy
against a passionate lyrical backdrop insinuating the relationship
between Elio and Oliver. With the
mention of Hephaestion and Alexander the Great — two well-known
lovers of the past — Stevens introduces a motif of mythology within
his lyrics, a callback to the Greek
statues Elio and Oliver discover
together during an archaeological
trip. It’s a song that represents the
nostalgic desire of an almost oldtimey love and one that fits perfectly
with this week’s intimate theme.
As someone who has yet to experience their own romantic story,
there’s no reason not to enthuse
about someone else’s. Regardless
of it being fiction, “Call Me By Your
Name” has a lot to say about intimacy, the consequences of intimacy
and whether those repercussions
are worth pursuing it in the first
place. A week from now, people
who have realized that worth will
be commemorating their very own
cor cordium. I think it’s certainly
an occasion that merits celebration.
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Opinion StudyBreak
Photo of the Day | Snow Neigh

Horses play in the snow around Horsebarn Hill. The horses appear to be enjoying the Sunday snow.

Crossword

PHOTO BY MATT PICKETT, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

DYK?

American flags left on the moon
will eventually get bleached
white by the sun.
GUMMY BEARS WERE ORIGINALLY
CALLED “DANCING BEARS.”

Victor Hugo’s novel Les
Miserables has a sentence that
is 823 words long.
THE BEE HUMMINGBIRD DRINKS
FROM UP TO 1,500 FLOWERS A DAY.

There are no seagulls in
Hawaii.
Facts courtesy of factretriever.com

Sudoku
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Amanda Gorman, in a 1st,
brings poetry to Super Bowl
NEW YORK (AP) — Amanda Gorman, the 22-year-old poet
who stirred America at the inauguration of President Joe Biden
last month, again commanded the
spotlight on one of the country's
biggest stages, the Super Bowl.
Gorman read an original poem
Sunday during the pregame festivities in Tampa, Florida. The
poem, titled “Chorus of the Captains," was a tribute to three
people for their contributions
during the pandemic: educator
Trimaine Davis, nurse manager
Suzie Dorner and Marine veteran James Martin.
Gorman didn't perform on the
field but appeared in a taped
video message that combined
Gorman's reading with images
of Davis, Dorner and Martin. Recited Gorman:

"Let us walk with these warriors,
Charge on with these champions,
And carry forth the call of our captains.
We celebrate them by acting,
With courage and compassion,
By doing what is right and just.
For while we honor them today,
It is they who every day honor us."

Amanda Gorman, the 22-year-old poet who stirred America at the
inauguration of President Joseph Biden, again commanded the spotlight on one of the country’s biggest stages, the Super Bowl. PHOTO BY ERIN
SCHAFF/ AP

That Gorman brought poetry
to the Super Bowl was an almost
unthinkable collision of grace
and glitz. But if the Super Bowl,
an annual rite of excess, was an
unlikely platform for a poet, it
showed just how much Gorman
has seized the nation's spotlight
since the inauguration.
Gorman, previously the country's first National Youth Poet
Laureate, was the youngest person
to ever recite a poem at the U.S.
presidential inauguration. Her
reading of “The Hill We Climb” at
the Capitol immediately became a
sensation. An illustrated book of
her poem quickly zoomed to the top
of bestseller lists. Shortly after the
inauguration, she signed with IMG
Models, an agency that represents
supermodels, tennis star Naomi
Osaka and playwright Jeremy O.
Harris. This week, she covers Time
Magazine, in an interview conducted by Michelle Obama.
Gorman's Super Bowl appearance had been planned before the
inauguration. She seemed to grasp
the unlikeliness of her pre-game
reading, the first in Super Bowl
history. And with potentially 100
million viewers on the CBS telecast,
it made for one very well-attended
poetry recital.
“Poetry at the Super Bowl is
a feat for art and our country,
because it means we’re thinking imaginatively about human
connection even when we feel
siloed,” Gorman said Sunday on
Twitter. “I’ll honor three heroes
who exemplify the best of this effort. Here’s to them, to poetry and
to a Super Bowl like no other.”

Opposition remains
strong to Tokyo Games
after Mori remarks
TOKYO (AP) — Public opposition remains strong in Japan
to holding the postponed Tokyo
Olympics following derogatory
remarks about women made last
week by the head of the local organizing committee.
A telephone survey over the
weekend by Japanese news agency Kyodo showed just over 82%
believe the games should be canceled or postponed again. The
results are consistent with polls
in recent months showing the
strong opposition.
Organizers and the IOC have
said the games cannot be postponed again and will be canceled
if they can't be held.
Only 14.5% in the Kyodo poll
said the Olympics should go on
as planned and open on July 23.
The poll also showed nearly
60% saying that Yoshiro Mori is
“not qualified” to be the president
of the organizing committee.
Mori last week suggested
women talk too much in meetings. He immediately received
widespread condemnation, and
his remarks also generated an
on-line petition that questioned
his fitness for the job.
It stopped short of demanding
he resign.
The 83-year-old Mori, a former
prime minister, apologized for
the remarks and said he did not
intend to resign. His stance was
backed by the Switzerland-based
International Olympic Committee and local organizers, which
are beset with myriad problems
trying to pull off the Olympics in

the middle of a pandemic.
Public opposition in Japan is centered on the pandemic, which Japan has handled better than many
countries, and the costs.
The official cost of preparing the
Olympics is $15.4 billion, but several government audits have said the
costs are at least $25 billion.
Organizers and the IOC last week
began releasing so-called “Playbooks" that spell out very strict
guidelines that detail how 15,400
Olympics and Paralympic athletes
— and tens of thousand of broadcasters, media, sponsors and others
— will enter Japan.
The rule books will be updated in April and June with more
details and are initially vague in
many areas.

Yoshiro Mori, the president of
the Tokyo, Olympic organizing
committee, speaks at a news conference in Tokyo Thursday, Feb. 4,
2021. PHOTO BY KIM KYUNG-HOON/ AP

The Biggest Win: In 2020, NFL found ways to play every game
(AP)More than the youth of Patrick Mahomes or the agelessness
of Tom Brady, the most compelling
story surrounding this year’s Super Bowl was that it was happening
at all.
It took nearly 1 million COVID-19
tests, thousands of Zoom meetings,
a dozen or so rescheduled games
and an untold amount of flexibility
for the NFL to not miss a single of
its 269 regular-season and postseason games in the midst of a worldwide pandemic.
Game No. 269, the Super Bowl, is
set to be a fascinating matchup of
young (Mahomes) vs. old (Brady)
— the Kansas City Chiefs against
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
It's to be played Sunday in a onethird-full and socially distanced
stadium and with millions of fingers crossed around the country. T
he NFL and society, in general, are
hoping America's biggest sports
celebration won't turn into the
mother of superspreader events,
either at the stadium or at the inevitable thousands of high-fiving,
chip-dipping, hug-it-out Super
Bowl parties planned across the
land.
With the reality that the most
important results of the Super
Bowl — the spike, or lack of spike,
in COVID-19 numbers — wouldn't
be known until well after the final
score was posted and most of the

$4.3 billion in expected wagers are
settled, the NFL still scored points
by merely making it to the finish
line without any major disruptions.
“The fact that every team played
the correct number of games. and
that most people did not get sick,
is a real testament to their perseverance in making it happen,” said
Dennis Deninger, who teaches a
Super Bowl and Society class for
Syracuse's sports management department.
The resiliency of the players and
the league stood out as a bright
note this winter, as the coronavirus ravaged the United States and
the world. The NFL's ability to
keep the show moving — albeit imperfectly — reinforced the sport's
strong footing in American culture. It also generated debate about
whether the country and the league
have their priorities straight, given
that resources devoted to playing
football could have conceivably
been expended elsewhere.
“In some ways, you say, it doesn’t
feel right to be talking about sports
and thinking about sports in the
middle of a pandemic,” said Ketra
Armstrong, the director at University of Michigan's Center for Race
and Ethnicity in Sport. “But when
you think the role sports can play
for the psyche of the country, and
you understand the level people
are going to to deliver sports, you

People wait in line for an exhibit at the NFL Experience, Thursday, Feb.
4, 2021, in Tampa, Fla. The city is hosting Sunday’s Super Bowl football
game between the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and the Kansas City Chiefs.
PHOTO BY CHARLIE RIEDEL/ AP

can appreciate" the effort the NFL
made to make the season happen.
And, in fact, the NFL's efforts
benefitted more than simply the
league's own interests. Using as
a backbone of its research the approximately 957,000 tests it conducted on more than 7,500 players
and employees, the NFL collaborated with the Centers for Disease
Control to publish a paper describing testing protocols, mitigation
strategies and contact-tracing measures that could also be useful in
“high-density environments” such
as schools and long-term care facilities.
A key conclusion from the paper
was that “although the protocols
implemented by the NFL were resource-intensive” — i.e., the league
had plenty of money and manpower to implement a testing program
few other organizations would
dream of — many of the lessons
learned were valuable.
“The idea was to test frequently,
to identify when you had a positive, and to isolate and trace closely
if you did,” commissioner Roger
Goodell said, while taking a victory lap of sorts earlier in the week at
his annual Super Bowl news conference. “We don't think there was
a safer place to be than at an NFL
facility that year. We never doubted
that for a second.”
The season was far from perfect. Because of rescheduling, there
were games played on every day
of the week, including Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Fridays. The Titans, Ravens, Browns and Steelers
were among those that endured
high-profile outbreaks that threatened not only their rosters but the
league's entire operation. In the
season's biggest debacle, the Broncos were forced to play a game
with a wide receiver playing quarterback after everyone in the QB
group got put under quarantine on
late notice.
Goodell said all decisions were
made in service of prioritizing safety over everything, including the
NFL's longstanding calling-card —
competitive balance.
And yet, as Goodell pointed out,
offense came at a record pace, and
70% of this season's games were
decided by eight points or less —
reinforcing that, even in a pandemic, anyone can beat anyone on any
given Sunday in the NFL.

Kansas City Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes, center, arrives with
his teammates for the NFL Super Bowl 55 football game against the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, Saturday, Feb. 6, 2021, in Tampa, Fla. PHOTO BY
CHRIS O’MEARA/ AP

As the playoffs wore on, some
developments started feeling more
normal, even if they didn't always
reflect well on the league.
There was the weeklong wait to
see if Mahomes would play in the
AFC championship game following his placement in the league's
much-debated “concussion protocol” after his head slammed to the
turf in the previous week's win.
Mahomes returned a week after the
scary incident and led the Chiefs to
the Super Bowl.
The two biggest off-field news
items centered on a high-stakes
quarterback carousel, with marquee signal-callers Jared Goff and
Matthew Stafford swapping teams
(Goff to the Lions and Stafford to the
Rams) and Deshaun Watson of the
Texans demanding a trade.
More troubling was the annual reminder of the NFL's generally lackluster record in hiring minorities for
coaching and front-office positions.
“We had two minority coaches
hired and it was not what we expected,” the commissioner said of the
seven head-coaching vacancies in
the league this year. ”And not what
we expect going forward.”
It undermined progress made
earlier in the season when Goodell,
taking the temperature of a country
agitated by increasing calls for social justice, conceded that the league
should have paid more heed to Colin

Kaepernick when he started his own
form of protest by kneeling on the
sidelines four seasons ago.
“We know the NFL has failed
miserably in many regards in being socially responsible, culturally
responsible and showing it has a
racial conscience,” Armstrong said.
“What you hope is that they can take
advantage of this unique moment
to maximize the power of sport.
There's a lot they can do. A lot more
they should do.”
Clearly, though, the focus of this
season was not on the NFL's imperfections, but rather on the games
themselves. With a few months to
see what other sports did right and
wrong, the NFL came up with a
plan, revised it, revised it again, and
got all its games in, albeit in front
of mostly empty stadiums. Goodell
said a total of 1.2 million people attended games that, in a normal season, would have been seen live by up
to 17 million.
The capper to it all was a marquee matchup, to be played before
a crowd of 22,000, featuring the two
biggest names in football: Brady vs.
Mahomes.
“The NFL, and a lot of sports,
served as examples for organizations in corporate America about
how, if you put your mind to it, you
can find ways to contain the virus,
and continue doing what you do,”
Deninger said.
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Throwback Photo of the Day | A Close Game

The Huskies lost against ECU after a close game with a final score of 24-31 in fall of 2019. The team closed the season with a record of 2-10 overall. PHOTO BY ERIC WANG, ASSOCIATE VIDEO EDITOR/THE
DAILY CAMPUS

Ustby, 3-point shooting help
UConn women’s
hockey defeats the UNC upset No. 4 NC State 76-69
University of Maine
by Ashton Stansel
STAFF WRITER
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

On Friday, Feb. 5, the University of Connecticut Women’s
Ice Hockey team took on the
University of Maine’s team, the
Black Bears, in what is likely to
be one of their last games of the
season. It’s already far later than
the season was meant to go; the
Huskies have had nine games be
postponed this season including
the Saturday game that they were
meant to play against the Black
Bears.
However, the two teams did
still face off in Storrs on Friday,
in a game that was rescheduled
after being postponed back in
November. The two teams are
relatively close in the Hockey
East standings; before the game
Friday they both had five wins,
although the Huskies had nine
losses while the Black Bears had
seven.
UConn’s goaltending crew once
again showed up throughout the
game. This time, it was junior
Samantha Carpentier-Yelle, who
posted her third shutout of the
season and over the course of the
game made 29 saves and helped
lead the Huskies to their eventual 3-0 victory and their sixth win
of the season.
The first goal came just under
10 minutes into the second period, when senior Natalie Snodgrass snuck the puck past Black
Bears goalie Loryn Porter, who
made 41 saves over the course of
the game but was unable to help

her team claim victory. It was
Snodgrass’s fifth goal of the season and the 57th of her career.
That goal was the only one the
Huskies needed, but it wasn’t the
only one they got. In the third
period, Danika Pasqua snuck in
a second goal, her third of the
season, to put the Huskies up by
two. The win was cemented a few
minutes later with an open-net
goal by freshman Jada Habisch,
who made the shot while on the
ground fighting for control of the
puck with the Black Bear’s Celene Tedenby.
The next game for the Huskies
has not yet been scheduled, although they still have not made
up their missed games with
Holy Cross or their second game
with the University of Maine.
The Huskies are now sitting at
six wins, nine losses and a tie,
putting them in fourth place in
Hockey East Women’s, just behind Northeastern, Boston College and Providence, who all have
10+ wins on the season.
For now, though, the Huskies
sit in a relatively good position,
still ranked above the majority
of the other teams in the East
despite still having more losses
than wins. The victory over the
Black Bears ended a four-game
losing streak that included three
losses to Boston College and a
fourth to Northeastern. In the
game versus the Black Bears, the
Huskies scored as many goals
as they did total in those four
games, a good sign going forward into what remains of the
rest of their season.

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP)
— Alyssa Ustby and her North
Carolina teammates heeded
their coach's call for a performance worthy of playing in a
long-running rivalry.
It was good enough to give
the Tar Heels another upset
win against No. 4 North Carolina State, too.
The freshman had season-highs of 20 points and 12
rebounds to help the Tar Heels
beat the Wolfpack 76-69 on Sunday, marking the third straight
season UNC has upended a top10 N.C. State team.
“I just challenged them from
the beginning that these rivalry games are a sacred part
of sports,” second-year coach
Courtney Banghart said, adding: “You have to honor that with
your energy, and they did that.”
The Tar Heels (9-8, 4-8 Atlantic
Coast Conference) had won just
one game since shortly before
Christmas. And they had made
just 30% of their 3-pointers all
season. Yet they hit a season-best
11 3s on Sunday, including several big ones down the stretch after
blowing a 12-point second-half
lead against a team coming off a
win at No. 1 Louisville.
Elissa Cunane scored 14
points to lead the Wolfpack
(12-2, 7-2), though she was limited after halftime by foul trouble before fouling out with 1:36
left. And N.C. State shot the
ball poorly until well into the
third quarter after UNC had
gained confidence early.
“We knew it would be a dangerous game,” Wolfpack coach
Wes Moore said. “Unfortunately,
we just didn’t have an answer.”
N.C. State regrouped with a
13-0 run to get back in it and
lead 52-49 entering the final
quarter. But the Tar Heels responded with their own push
to go ahead for good, starting with freshman Kennedy
Todd-Williams’ 3-pointer near
the 9-minute mark.
UNC went on to hit 5 of 7 3s
in that final period, including
Stephanie Watts hitting one that
made it 69-62 with 2:11 left. N.C.
State got no closer than four the
rest of the way.

North Carolina guard Stephanie Watts, right, hugs guard Alyssa Ustby
following an NCAA college basketball game against North Carolina
State in Chapel Hill, N.C., Sunday, Feb. 7, 2021. PHOTO BY GERRY BROOME/ AP

1-ranked team in the same season
— and the only one to earn both
on the road. And it gave N.C. State
at least a claim to the top spot in
Monday's next poll. Yet the Wolfpack stumbled once again against
the rival Tar Heels, shooting 39%
and making 4 of 19 3-pointers.
“We’re not playing like a great
team right now,” Moore said.
“And we’re definitely not sending
a message that we're unbeatable
or anything like that.”
UNC: The Tar Heels had managed just one win against Notre
Dame since beating Wake Forest
on Dec. 20. That stretch included
six losses as well as two cancellations in what has been a difficult
year. This one is sure to help ease
a bit of that frustration.
“We came out with with energy
right away,” said Watts, who had 17

points. “And I think when don't let
teams get off to a great start and let
the basket start looking really big
from the jump, I think that's big.”

USTBY'S DAY
Ustby stood out as a perfect example of the Tar Heels' stepped-up
play.
The 6-foot-1 guard came in
averaging 8.9 points and 5.3 rebounds while making just 6 of
23 3-pointers, with no more than
two in any game. But she went 4
for 4 from behind the arc Sunday.
Ustby also got on the glass,
scoring on a stickback to make
it 66-60 before snagging another offensive board and feeding
Watts for her huge late 3.
She finished with a season-high five assists as well.

BIG PICTURE

Forward Natalie Snodgrass dribbles the puck away from a Merrimack
Warrior opponent. The Huskies defeated the Merrimack Warriors 6-1
last spring at UConn. Merrimack scored the first goal 4 minutes into
the game; junior Savannah Bouzide scored UConn’s first goal on a
power play. In addition, graduate sx--tudent Jessie Aney scored her
first UConn career goal. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

N.C. State: The Wolfpack's 7460 win against the Cardinals on
Monday followed a 54-46 win
at then-No. 1 South Carolina
on Dec. 3. That made N.C. State
just the third Division I women's team in the last 20 seasons
to have two wins against a No.

North Carolina State forward Kayla Jones (25) passes around North
Carolina guard Stephanie Watts (5) during the first half of an NCAA
college basketball game in Chapel Hill, N.C., Sunday, Feb. 7, 2021. PHOTO BY
GERRY BROOME/ AP
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STAFF WRITER
Sebastian.Garay-Ortega@uconn.edu

Two Davids, one Goliath. That
is how things have transpired in
France’s premier footballing division this season. It comes as an utter
shock that, in round 24, LOSC Lille
and Olympique Lyonnais are above
the French champions, and have a
legitimate chance at dethroning the
richest club in the country. Nevertheless, although Paris Saint-Germain are under immense pressure,
they are the most renowned club in
the country for a reason, something
they once again proved this weekend against their biggest rival.
However, before the distinguished derby, it was Olympique
Lyonnais that opened up the weekend, hosting RC Strasbourg Alsace
at the Groupama Stadium on Saturday, Feb. 6, in the hopes of maintaining their grip on second in the
league table.

onnais; Mendes was able to split
the defense open with a gorgeous
through ball to left winger Karl
Toko Ekambi, who lofted it over
the goalkeeper to give the mighty
lions a 2-0 advantage thirty minutes into the match.
Lyonnais maintained possession of the ball for the majority of
the second half, creating a multitude of opportunities that either
barely missed the target, or were
stifled by the “Les Coureurs” defense. However, the overwhelmed
defense was destined to collapse
sooner or later. This came in the
final 30 minutes of the contest,
when they conceded a free kick at
the edge of the box. Depay stepped
up, and smashed it with ease into
the top left corner for the third and
final goal of the contest.
This dominant victory means
Lyonnais will remain in second
with 52 points, and will sit above
PSG for at least another week.
Strasbourg also see no movement

like a pestering mosquito in the ear
of the Qatari owned club, Lille have
performed excellently throughout
the entirety of the season, finding
themselves above PSG on multiple occasions. The squad’s success
this season has come from their
pressing ability; when they regain
possession, they focus on getting
the ball out wide to their pacey
wingers, who either play it back
towards the middle of the pitch, or
take on the fullback one-on-one.
This exceptional style of play
was seen once again in the club’s
2-0 win over FC Nantes on Sunday,
Feb. 7. Eight minutes into the game,
left winger Jonathan Bamba was
found out on the wing, with the
French international quickly playing it into the box; a poor clearance
by the defense allowed the ball to
fall to forward Jonathan David,

their midweek fixture; the Olympians also had a midweek fixture,
which saw them blow their 2-0
advantage over RC Lens, having to
settle for a draw.
Whereas Paris were beginning
a new chapter under manager
Mauricio Pochettino, the same
could not be said about Marseille.
Manager Andre Villas-Boas had
announced his resignation on Feb.
2 citing disagreements with the
club’s recruitment policies, meaning they would have to go into the
bout with interim manager Nasser
Larguet at the helm.
A huge development leading up
to the match was the fact that Neymar Jr. would most likely not be included in the starting lineup, as he
was recovering from gastroenteritis and would not be deemed fit
enough. This did end up being the

not take a blow; forward Mauro
Icardi made it two for the French
champions in the 24th minute,
getting on the end of a cross by
right back Alessandro Florenzi
to flick it off his back and into the
net.
The rest of the contest was relatively uneventful, with Marseille attempting to break down
a stubborn PSG defense. Their
search for a goal gave Paris a large
amount of space, which they used
to their advantage on the counter
attack. Even with acres of space,
the Parisians struggled to create
clear-cut chances. Although Neymar’s introduction in the 66th
minute was expected to liven up
the attack, the front three still
looked lackluster in comparison
to their other performances this
season.

Ligue 1 Recap:

Olympique
Lyonnais and
LOSC Lille
proving their
worth, Paris
Saint-Germain
victorious in
‘Le Classique’
Classique’
Things looked grim from the
offset for Strasbourg, as center attacking midfielder Adrien Thomasson received a red card only 14
minutes into the contest. Thomasson first received a yellow card
for a strong tackle on Lyonnais
center midfielder Thiago Mendes,
before receiving a second yellow
card less than a minute later for
expressing his disagreement with
the referee’s decision. Unsurprisingly, “Les Gones” firepower in
attack would overwhelm the hindered opposition.
Lyonnais center midfielder
Houssem Aouar would take advantage of a poor square ball by
the opposition in their own half,
playing it through to forward
Memphis Depay, who placed it
into the bottom left corner to put
the visitors up 1-0 in the 19th minute. From then on, it was all Ly-

in the league table, as they remain
in 16th with 25 points.
Rudi Garcia’s men are on fire,
and no one seems to be able to stop
the blaze; the squad have won 20
out of their last 21 matches and
have only lost two games all season. No doubt, Depay has led this
charge with his 13 goals and six assists, leading the team in both categories. Not far behind is Ekambi,
who’s found the back of the net 11
times and assisted on five occasions. All-in-all, there seems to be
no stopping this team at the moment, something that will annoy
Paris-Saint Germain to no end, as
the richest team in France look to
secure their seventh league championship in the past eight seasons.
From one team that have recently found themselves in a legitimate
position to threaten the Parisian
giants, to another who have acted

PSG’s Neymar, right, is challenged by Marseille’s Alvaro during the
French League One soccer match between Olympique de Marseille and
Paris Saint-Germain at the Velodrome stadium in Marseille, southern
France, Sunday, Feb. 7, 2021. PHOTO BY DANIEL COLE/ AP

Kylian Mbappe

Karl Toko Ekambi

Photo Credit: AP

who smashed it into the bottom
left corner to give “Les Dogues” an
early 1-0 lead.
Despite the early fireworks,
the rest of the match would be a
relatively uneventful stalemate
that, for the most part, was dominated by the superior Lille side.
Christophe Galtier’s men were
in no rush to score, as they knew
the match would open up sooner or later because Nantes had to
find the equalizer.
This inevitability finally came
in the late stages of the match, as
“Le Maison Jaune” would lose the
ball in their own half, which saw
center midfielder Andre find right
midfielder Timothy Weah, who
played it back towards the middle
to David, who did a subsequent
give-and-go with center midfielder
Renato Sanches before beautifully
putting it into the top left corner
for his second goal of the match.
This result sees Lille stay in first
with 54 points, while Nantes remain in 18th with 19 points.
Galtier will have been skeptical
of the club’s ability to succeed in
the new year. Although they were
in top form from August through
December, the real test always begins from January through May.
The experienced French manager’s skepticism will have now died
down tremendously, and he may
finally begin to believe the club
has a chance at becoming Ligue 1
champions, something they have
not done since the 2010-11 season.
Sunday, Feb. 7 was the 100th time
PSG and Olympique de Marseille
squared off in France’s biggest rivalry dubbed “Le Classique.” The
historic derby has been dominated
by “les rouge et bleu” since Qatar’s
takeover of the club in 2011, which
gave Paris far more financial backing than their hated rivals. The Parisians entered the contest having
beaten Nimes Olympique 3-0 in

case, and the Brazilian would have
to watch from the sidelines for the
majority of the contest.
Paris got on the scoresheet in
quick fashion, with right winger
Angel Di Maria leading the counter attack and playing it through on
goal to forward Kylian Mbappe,
who found the back of the net to give
them the 1-0 lead in the eight minute.

Just before the match’s conclusion, Marseille center attacking midfielder Dimitri Payet received a red card for going studs
first into the back of center midfielder Marco Verratti.
This victory means PSG remain in third with 51 points,
while Marseille maintain their
position in ninth with 33 points.

Marseille’s Valere Germain, left, heads the ball past PSG’s Marquinhos
during the French League One soccer match between Olympique de
Marseille and Paris Saint-Germain at the Velodrome stadium in Marseille, southern France, Sunday, Feb. 7, 2021. PHOTO BY DANIEL COLE/ AP

However, the excellent start
soon turned sour when Di Maria went down with a quad injury in the 11th minute, having
to be replaced by fellow winger
Pablo Sarabia. The club will be
anxiously waiting to learn about
the injury’s severity, with their
Champions League bout against
FC Barcelona a little more than a
week away. Despite the scary moment, the team’s momentum did

Overall, Paris is continuing
to adapt to Pochettino’s style of
play. This match was the continuation of a growth we have seen
over the last couple of weeks,
where the team concedes possession before hitting the opposition on the counter attack. The
club will look to continue this
form before their heavyweight
clash with Barcelona in the
Champions League.
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Women’s Basketball Recap: The freshmen shine on the
road as UConn picks up impressive win over Marquette
by Benjamin Berg
STAFF WRITER
benjamin.berg@uconn.edu

This Friday, Feb. 5, the UConn
Huskies (13-1, 11-0 Big East) visited
the Marquette Golden Eagles (12-3,
9-2 Big East) and came away with a
dominant 87-58 victory.
Though Marquette is currently
second in the Big East, behind only
UConn, Friday’s matchup was a
wire-to-wire win for the Huskies.
They outscored the Golden Eagles
21-14 in the first quarter, and then in
typical UConn fashion, they tightened up defensively and improved
as the game went on. After starting
the second half up 41-22, the Huskies offense exploded with 30 third
quarter points. From there, they
cruised to a convincing road win
against a strong conference opponent.
Perhaps the most impressive
feat for the Huskies on Friday was
that even the ever-demanding head
coach Geno Auriemma couldn’t
help but commend his team’s effort. Auriemma said that the team’s
defense was strong, which led to
even better offensive opportunities
than they’ve been getting all year.
“I thought we were pretty locked in
defensively for the majority of the

game … That defensive mindset allowed us to flow into a really good
offensive rhythm. The ball was really moving well and we were cutting well,” he said. “That’s one of
the best things we’ve done this year.
I’m really proud of them.”
Though UConn got contributions from all over the lineup, this
game belonged to the freshmen.
The three freshmen who played
big minutes, Paige Bueckers, Nika
Muhl and Aaliyah Edwards, combined for 49 of UConn’s 87 points.
Bueckers, who made a career-high
6 three-pointers, and Muhl who set
career-highs in assists (9), rebounds
(7) and steals (5) were particularly
excellent. Auriemma said that the
freshmen class has been so successful due to a rare level of competitive
fire. “The energy that the freshmen
have is pretty high-level ... They
know how hard they have to compete,” he said.
For Bueckers in particular, Auriemma says the secret to her success is simple. “She’s being Paige.
She's being about as good a player
as there is in the country right now.”
The Huskies’ next game is on
Monday, Feb. 8 against the No. 2
South Carolina Gamecocks at the
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion at 7:00
p.m. Eastern.

UConn Huskies forward Aaliyah Edwards (3) drives the ball against St. John’s Red Storm forward Rayven
Peeples (20) in the second half at Harry A. Gampel Pavilion. UConn defeated St. John’s 94-62. PHOTO BY DAVID
BUTLER II/ USA TODAY SPORTS

Men’s Basketball: Defense struggles in 80-73 loss to Seton Hall
bad start, showing signs of rust
from their 11-day layoff. They went
down 14-2 really early and got down
by as many as 18 points in the first
From the start, it wasn’t the Hushalf. That deficit proved to be too
kies’ day on Saturday afternoon
much to overcome.
when Seton Hall came to Gampel
“That [start] was absolutely a byPavilion for the first matchup beproduct of having not played and
tween the Big East charter membeing a little bit out of rhythm,”
bers since February of 2013.
Hurley said. “We were getting
UConn (8-4, 5-4 Big East) was
great shots … We just couldn’t
playing catch-up the entire game,
make anything and [Seton Hall]
never once holding a lead in the 80was making their shots.”
73 loss to Seton Hall (11-8, 8-5 Big
But the Huskies never went away.
East). That’s not to say it wasn’t a
The closest UConn came to coming all the way back was
early in the second half,
when it cut the lead to
two points. But Seton
Hall came right back
with five quick points
aided by a UConn turnover to bring the lead
right back to seven.
Hurley called that the
most critical moment of
the game.
“That turnover vs. the
pressure there was a killer in terms of having that
lead go back to seven,”
Hurley said. “We should
have been going into that
first media timeout in a
two-point game and feeling good about where we
were.”
The score was never
that close again, as Seton
Hall kept between a four
and 10-point lead the rest
of the way, ultimately
coming away with a seven-point victory.
In the loss, Jalen GaffSeton Hall Pirates center Ike Obiagu (21) defends against Connecticut Huskies
ney
had a career day for
guard Andre Jackson (44) in the second half at Harry A. Gampel Pavilion. Seton
Hall defeated UConn 80-73. PHOTO BY DAVID BUTLER II/ USA TODAY SPORTS
the Huskies, scoring a
competitive game because it certainly was. But UConn never had
the ball with a chance to take the
lead because every time the team
made a play on offense to cut the
Seton Hall lead to four or five, the
Pirates came right back with a big
play on offense of their own.
“We didn’t play good enough
individual defense,” head coach
Dan Hurley said after the game.
“We scored enough today to win,
but we just obviously couldn’t
guard them individually.”
The Huskies got off to a really
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career-high 20 points on 5-for-11
shooting from the field and 8-for9 shooting from the free throw
line. He was aggressive and attacked the rim on the offensive
side, but like the rest of the team,
he did struggle on defense.
“I definitely think it was a breakthrough offensively,” Gaffney said.
“I think I played well offensively. I
was hitting shots, making my free
throws. But I think where I lacked
during this game was defensively
especially down the stretch. They
scored a lot of buckets on us individually. We would go on runs,
runs, runs, but we just couldn’t get
a stop, and that’s what affected us
during the whole game.”
UConn also got great production
from two of its freshmen. Adama
Sanogo had 12 points, while Andre
Jackson scored a career-high seven
points and had a big impact on both
sides of the floor in his first game
back from injury. Jackson also had
the highlight play of the game with
a ferocious put-back dunk.
“Pregame, coach was just telling
me to crash the offensive glass, and
that’s basically what I did,” Jackson said about the dunk. “Initially,
I was just going to get the rebound,
but I saw it was above the rim so I
just put it in.”
This was the first game in
James
Bouknight’s
absence
where the Huskies’ offense
clearly played better than their
defense. Despite putting up 73
points, the most since scoring 82
against DePaul on Dec. 30, UConn just couldn’t get the stops it
needed to get over the hump.
The biggest issue for the UConn defense was fouls. The Pirates
kept finding their way to the free

throw line, where they took full
advantage, going 27-for-31 (87.1%).
That’s over a third of their points
coming via the charity stripe.
When you give that many opportunities to a really good free
throw shooting team, it’s not going to fare well for your side.
“It was a lack of discipline at
times,” Hurley said about the
fouls. “It was being outsmarted,
outfoxed … Some of it was just
not being very smart and disciplined, and that’s my fault.”
Big East Player of the Year candidate Sandro Mamukelashvili especially took advantage of UConn’s
mistakes on defense. He scored
a game-high 22 points with 10 of
them coming at the free throw line.
Myles Cale also added 20 points.
The Pirates shot 50% as a team
overall (22-for-44) and from 3-point
range (9-for-18). UConn had a good
day offensively, but Seton Hall was
just on another level.
Hurley said that this was a
game where he had conflicting emotions after. There were
some real positives, such as the
contributions from Jackson and
Gaffney, but at the same time,
the defense continuously let the
Pirates off the hook by fouling or
just not grabbing rebounds.
“As disappointing as it was to
lose, and as disappointing as it
was to get down 18, you obviously feel good about battling
back. You feel good about being
able to hang in the game with
two freshmen in there. It’s a
weird feeling,” Hurley said.
The team will look to bounce
back when it travels to Providence
to play the Friars for the first time
this season on Wednesday at 4 p.m.
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